Med Transport Center
versus other
Non-Emergency LongDistance Transport
Vehicles
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Med Transport Center

At Med Transport Center we provide MedCoach or Air Ambulance options for your
loved one's non-emergency medical long distance transport needs by exceeding
expectations for the last 30 years in comfort, care, service and reputation.

Comparison to Competitors
Our Med Coaches are more comfortable for long distance medical transport, unlike
stretcher vans, minivans or ambulances, which are built for short distances.
MED Coaches are simply better in
comfort, quality and provide more
amenities than any other medical
transport option available. We show
how Med Transport Center exceeds
competing non-emergency medical
long-distance transport services.
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Med Transport Center provides
Quality Customer Service & Comfort
QUAL ITY CUSTOM E R SE RVICE
Experienced, professional team members have assisted in thousands of transports. A
live reservationist will discuss needs and customize your transport experience with
Ground or Air options.
Our experienced coordinators will work with the facility staff to receive medical
information and communicate patient needs during the medical transport. Our
coordinators handle all the details and you will receive a detailed itinerary prior to
medical transport. We will handle all of the planning for you, so you can focus on
what’s important.

COM FORT
Med Transport Center provides the largest, most comfortable accommodations.
Hospital-grade Bed - 36″ wide hospital bed with remote controls to recline for
mobility and an 8-inch thick memory foam airflow mattress to help prevent skin
issues.
Second bed for family member or friend to accompany transport.
Reclining leather chair with footrest.
Large bay window for scenic viewing throughout transport.
Large spacious interior to move and fully stand to stretch.
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H Y GIE NIC

Med Transport Center provides
Hygienic, Reliable, Cost-Efficient &
Family-Friendly Service

Med Transport Center has strict standards for hygienic and non-emergency medical need.
Two sinks are offered to maintaining cleanliness, hand washing best practices, separate
kitchen and private bathroom. Medical equipment is sterilized/steril and maintained prior
to every transport.
Bathroom - On-board private bathroom is private, more comfortable and accessible
than getting out of an ambulance or van to use a public restroom and more private than
using a bedside commode.
Kitchen and Food - A separate station is used from bathroom with sink to maintain
sanitation. Food is provided by dietary needs.

RE L IABL E
We provide a fleet of vehicles stationed across
the entire continental United States to
accommodate quick and reliable transports.

COST-E FFICIE NT
Since we station our vehicles across the US, this
affords us the ability to keep costs down for
added travel expenses. We also provide monthly
promotions.
Family-oriented and faith-based company with a 5 star
patient support team.
A family member, friend, or pet can ride during the transport.
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FAM IL Y -FRIE ND L Y

Med Transport Center provides Safety,
Customized Care & First-Class Amenities
SAFE TY
Verified safety records and commercial driving licenses. Our Med Coaches use a Mercedes
Chassis and engine that are serviced with routine maintenance and safety inspections for
each transport.
Each transport provides 2 professional drivers that are background checked, clean
driving records and have commercial driver licenses.
Two professional drivers are used to drive through safely and efficiently to the patient’s
destination.
Quality bedside care is provided by a licensed nurse on each transport.

CUSTOM IZE D CARE
Our beautiful MED Coaches are customized specifically for anyone needing a long
distance medical transport of 300 to 3000 miles with many amenities not offered by other
companies.
We provide non-emergency medical equipment and supplies including a nebulizer,
suction, oxygen concentrator and reserve tanks.
We only provide single private transports and accommodates additional family members
or pets to travel bedside.

FIRST CL ASS AM E NITIE S
Luxury entertainment system is provided with an on-board
large flat screen TV’s, free WiFi to stay connected, and a
custom tablet filled with games and movies to enjoy
during the journey.
On-board Meals and Prep - A microwave and
refrigerator are available for hot and cold drinks, fresh
foods, and snacks.
Leather recliner with footrest to accomodate a patient
or family member.
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Comparison to Other Transport Companies

Transporter Vans

COM P E TITOR'S VE RSION OF COM FORT
Larger than a minivan transport vehicle by supplying slightly more height. One can stand but
not comfortably in cramped interior. Accommodates 1-3 additional patients during transport.
8-inch memory foam mattresses not airflow mattress
and potentially unable to sit comfortably during
transport.
Uncomfortable ride on a stretcher or “Passenger bed”
Looking out the back of an ambulance or van lying on a
narrow stretcher. Most stretcher vans do not have
room for a comfortable leather recliner seat with a
footrest and a second bed that are in each MED Coach.

UNH Y GIE NIC
No airflow mattress to prevent skin irritation.
No food preparation station or sanitary handwashing station
to reduce spread of germs.
Bathroom - Competitors provide a bedside commode or
bedpan. This provides direct access to use the bathroom
next to the bed. A bedside portable toilet can provide
unparalleled access to unhygienic practices to contaminate
bed, food and nearby medical supplies.

UND E TE RM INE D RE L IABIL ITY
Some competitors are locally-based serving only certain locations. Some competitors
are nationally-based. Some provide both services.
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Comparison to Other Transport Companies

Transporter Vans

COST - Y OU GE T WH AT Y OU P AY FOR
Dependant on type of transport and mileage.
Lower cost usually means lower quality service.
Basically - You get what you pay for.

L IM ITE D CUSTOM IZE D CARE
Medical Tech or specialist, sometimes a
licensed nurse if available at all.
Cramped room for proper care and patient
mobility.
Uses 1-2 drivers depending on length of
transport.

QUE STIONABL E SAFE TY
Questionable safety record and
maintenance record.

L IM ITE D AM E NITIE S
Some provide magazines, books, and
tablets with movies with WiFi.

FAM IL Y
Some competitors provide additional
beds for additional family members to
ride during transport.
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Comparison to Other Transport Companies

Mini Transport Vans

COM P E TITOR'S VE RSION OF COM FORT
Minivans are tight, cramped, limited head room, and no room to stand and move.
Limited headroom to stand up to care for patient.
Limited to no room for family members to accompany
patient on transport.
Bed-2-inch plastic mattress

UNH Y GIE NIC
Bathroom - Patient only has use of a bedpan during travel or
stopping at gas stations, which are normally filled with extra
bacteria.
Hand sanitizer or bathroom breaks to clean up during travel.

UND E TE RM INE D RE L IABIL ITY
Some competitors are locally-based serving only
certain locations. Some competitors may be
nationally-based.

L IM ITE D CUSTOM IZE D CARE
No licensed nurse, medic or med tech.
Potentially could add medic if needed.

FAM IL Y
Potentially 1 family member could travel
but may not allow any additional
travelers.
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Comparison to Other Transport Companies

Mini Transporter Vans

COST - Y OU GE T WH AT Y OU P AY FOR
Cheaper alternative to transport
van and MedCoach; however,
you really get what you paid for
with cramped space between
seats.

L IM ITE D AM E NITIE S
Limited care with stops for
bathroom breaks and food.
Not ideal for long-distance travel in
cramped space.
Some provide the radio, magazines,
books, and tablets with movies.

QUE STIONABL E SAFE TY
Unverified maintenance record with
questionable safety record.
Drivers - 1-2 professional drivers
only.
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Med Transport Center versus other Transport Companies
Med Transport Center
Med Coach

Competitor
Transport Van

Competitor
Transport Minivan

Faith-based company providing
5-star customized service for
each transport

Call to research
providers.

Call to research
providers.

36″ wide hospital bed with
remote controls to recline for
mobility and an 8-inch thick
memory foam airflow mattress
to help prevent skin issues.
Large spacious interior to move
and fully stand to stretch.

8-inch memory foam
mattresses
Tight space, limited
headroom
Limited room for quality
care
No access for mobility

2-inch plastic mattress
Tight space, no head
room
No room for proper
care
No access for mobility

Hygenic

On-board private bathroom
Separate sink station from
bathroom to maintain sanitation
Sterile non-emergency medical
equipment provided.

Bedside commode
providing access to
unhygenic practices.
Bedpan available or gas
station stops

Bedpan only or gas
station stops

Reliable

Fleet of vehicles stationed
across the US providing quick
and reliable transports.

Some competitors are
locally-based serving
only certain locations.
Some competitors may
be nationally-based.

Some competitors are
locally-based serving
only certain locations.
Some competitors may
be nationally-based.

Cost-Efficient

Multiple stations across the US
affords ability to limit added
travel expenses. We also provide
monthly promotions.

Dependant on type of
transport and mileage.
Lower cost usually means
lower quality service.

Cheaper alternative to
transport van. You get
what you pay for.

Family-Friendly

A family member, friend, or pet
can ride during the transport.
Second bed for family member
or friend to accompany
transport.

Some competitors
provide additional beds
for 1 family member to
ride during transport.

Potentially 1 family
member could travel
but may not allow any
additional travelers.

Safety

2 professional drivers - clean
background, driving records and
driver licenses.
Licensed nurse on each
transport.

Two drivers and medic
Questionable safety
and maintenance
record

Two drivers only
Questionable safety
and maintenance
record

Customized Care

Quality bedside care provided
by licensed nurse.
Food provided by dietary needs.

Medic; or nurse, if
available at all.
Uses 1-2 drivers
depending on length of
transport.

Limited care. No
licensed nurse, medic
or med tech.

Amenities

Reclining leather chair with
footrest.
Large bay window for scenic
viewing throughout transport.

Some provide radio,
magazines, books, and
tablets with movies with
WiFi.

Some provide, radio,
magazines, books, or
tablets with movies.

Customer Service

Comfort
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